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ABSTRACT

Ardian Eka Permana, 2017, Making Video Company Profile to Promote Lituhayu Vespa Indonesia, English Diploma Program, Faculty of Cultural Sciences, Sebelas Maret University.

This report is written based on my internship activities in Lituhayu Vespa Indonesia. The objectives of this report is to describe the process of making video company profile in Lituhayu Vespa Indonesia. This report also includes the discussion of problem solving strategy when making the video company profile. There are three basic steps of making video company profile; 1. Pre-production, 2. Production, 3. Post-production. I got some problems in making a video company profile in Lituhayu Vespa Indonesia, they were: 1. Camera: There were so many errors caused by the Wi-Fi connection which I connected to my self-phone which I hold; to handle this problem I decided to use a digital single lens reflex (DSLR). 2. Laptop: I found problems when I was editing the video. The ability of my laptop to open some videos is very bad. My laptop needed a very long loading time to edit the video that had been taken before. I visited my friends who lives in Yogyakarta to solve this second problem to borrow his computer to finish the video editing. 3. Application: Firstly, I used Wonder Share application but the application was not good enough to process editing. My Friend advised me to use Adobe Premier Application
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